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Sacred Heart grieves the
1975-1997
By Gina Norelli
Editor-In-Chief
Sacred Heart University 
mourns a student who died tragi­
cally on November 21.
Paul Loiacono, 21, a junior, 
died after falling 29 feet from an 
outside stairwell at Avalon Gates. 
The accident occurred when a rail­
ing gave way.
“All of our hearts are sad­
dened by Paul’s death,” said Dr. 
Anthony Cemera, president of 
SHU. “I have come to know his 
parents and I am in awe of their 
religious faith.”
Loiacono fell along with Pe­
ter DeLeary, 21, also a junior. 
DeLeary sustained bruises and a 
head injury, according to a police 
report. He was released later on 
from St. Vincent’s Medical Hos­
pital in Bridgeport and appears to 
have recovered.
The accident occurred after 
DeLeary, a friend and neighbor, 
attempted to get Loiacono back 
into his apartment. Loiacono had 
been knocking on the apartment 
door of another male student 
whom he had been in a scuffle 
with earlier that night at the Sports 
Page, a bar in Bridgeport. 
Loiacono, who the police said was 
intoxicated, briefly spoke with 
members of the apartment and
loss of a student
then was locked out due to the 
disagreement.
According to a Trumbull Po­
lice report, DeLeary grabbed 
Loiacono by the waist to get him 
back into the room. Loiacono lost 
his balance and fell into the metal 
railing. The t\^o fell over the edge. 
Loiacono fell straight down three 
stories, striking his head on the 
concrete hallway main floor.
DeLeary fell slightly forward, 
crashing into the first floor railing 
before landing on the concrete 
floor next to Loiacono.
The Sacred Heart University 
community was notified of the 
tragedy on the morning of the ac­
cident via a global e-mail from
Dean of Students Larry Wielk. 
An overflow of friends, faculty 
and staff gathered in the Chapel 
for the afternoon Liturgy offered 
for Loiacono.
Several friends and members 
of the Administration attended the 
wake and funeral that was held in 
Smithtown, N. Y., where Loiacono 
was from.
“The thing that struck me the 
most was at the cemetery. All of 
us realized that Paul is no longer 
with us. Many ofthe students who 
were there had never been involved 
with the funeral of someone their 
own age,” said Dean Wielk.
See Loiacono, page 2
Townhouse burglarized 
over Thanksgiving break
By Elizabeth Hyer
Stajf Writer
On Thanksgiving morning 
at approximately 2:30 a.m., 
Townhouse seven located at 
Parkridge was broken iiitp de­
spite the recent measures to in­
crease safety at Parkridge.
Forcible entry was gained 
through the front door after an 
unsuccessful attempt was made 
at the rear entrance. Severalelec- 
tronic appliances were taken.
“I am frustrated with the situ­
ation. A safety proposal has been 
sent in to the Cabinet and nothing 
has been done,” said Colleen 
McGrath, president of Parkridge 
Hall Council and a resident of
Townhouse seven. “It is frustrat­
ing, not only as a resident, but as 
Hall Council president.”
The residents are also upset 
because they were not notified 
about the break-in until the Satur­
day night after the incident oc­
curred.
“Proper procedure was not 
followed. My staff was not noti­
fied about the incident,” said Cathy 
Raynis, director of Residential 
Life. “The hall director on duty 
was not beeped or called. I am not 
blaming anyone for this, but it is 
an area that needs to be worked 
on.”
Because of the cutback in 
overtime, only three officers were
See Townhouse, page 2
SHU officials contident that East Recruitment Day hopes for success
Hall lawsuit will prevail in courts
By Brad Wilson
Associate Editor
Sacred Heart officials have expressed 
optimism that a court will allow the Univer­
sity to begin construction of East Hall, a 
long-delayed 10-story residential and aca­
demic facility to be located on the Bridge­
port side of Park Ave.
The University was issued a zoning 
permit by the city of Bridgeport in February 
1996, according to Larry Wielk, dean of 
students.
In April 1996, neighbors filed an ap­
peal attempting to block East Hall’s con­
struction. After the city’s Zoning Board of 
Appeals upheld Sacred Heart’s permit to 
build by a 4 to 1 vote, neighbors filed suit in 
court and have since delayed construction.
A hearing has been slated to appear on 
docket Monday at the Juvenile Court in
Bridgeport.
“A judge has been given four months 
to rule,” said Wielk. “We hope to start 
building next fall and to have the facility 
completed by fall of 1999.”
“We’ve been assured by attorneys 
that the lawsuit should be won,” said Dr. 
Paul Madonna, vice president of finance 
and administration. “Upon completion of 
litigation. East Hall will be built.”
Jack and Bess Halbert of Nancy Drive, 
filed the appeal in April 1996. According 
to an article in the Connecticut Post, their 
attomejf, George J. Markley, claimed that 
zoning regulations don’t allow universi­
ties to construct buildings in an “A” resi­
dential zone unless the institution also is 
located in Bridgeport.
Residents have been challenging Sa- 
ered Heart since it purchased land at 4940
See East Hall, page 2
By Brian Corasaniti
Assistant News Editor
Over 30 recruiters from about 30 com­
panies will be holding interviews with 
Sacred Heart students during Recruitment 
Day, sponsored by Career Development 
tomorrow.
Around 400 students will meet for 
interviews with recruiters from various 
companies coming to campus.
“It is one of the most important events 
the Career Development office does. These 
are actual interviews going on,” says 
Deanna Fiorentino, a career counselor in 
Career Development.
“I think it is excellent for students to 
get involved. We stay on campus and they 
bring the companies to us. It is a great 
opportunity to interview,” said Kerri Kelly, 
a senior from Boston, Mass.
Recruitment days are also held early 
in the fall, and the largest one is held in the 
spring.
But this one is very important for 
students looking for a j ob after they gradu­
ate, said Fiorentino.
“They try to get every major repre­
sented. I have seen it grow from my 
freshman year,” said Kelly.
Many students who interview on re­
cruitment days get internships and part- 
time jobs, but they also can get full-time 
jobs, added Fiorentino.
“I got the job 1 have now from a job 
I got from recruitment,” said senior Rene 
Sanchez.
The companies also receive a copy 
of Career Development’s resume book, 
which holds about 250 resumes for Sa­
cred Heart students.
Many students without preset ap­
pointments also come to meet with re­
cruiters.
Career Development tries to match 
these “floaters” with the companies they 
want to interview with, said Fiorentino.
The Recruitment Day will be held all 
day long on the second floor of the Ryan- 
Matura Library.
Inside...
Professor Gary Rose Gospel Choir Are you a liar beneath Sophomore has a
gave an enlightening performs at Sacred it all? If so, why do great talent for
speech...see page 2 Heart on Sunday...see you lie? See page 7 playing the guitar...see
page 3 page 9
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News Briefs
Accounting Department and Club get grants
The Connecticut Society of Certified Public 
Accounts (CSCPA) presented grants to the Accounting 
Club and the Accounting Department at Sacred Heart.
The presentation was made at the joint dinner 
meeting of the CSCPA Eductational Trust Fund and 
CSCPA Relations with Colleges and Universities 
Committee on Oct. 16.
Science Departments receive large donations
The Physicians Health Services donated $215,000 
worth of lab equiptment to the Science Departments at 
Sacred Heart University.
The equiptment includes enviommental chambers, 
ventilation hoods, eye washes, sinks, cabinets and other 
labratory equiptment which will be installed in the new 
Science Wing.
The donation was among several made to local 
schools and universities totalling almost $500,000 
overall by Physicians Health Services.
Alumnus' parent establishes new scholarship
Ann Passariello, mother of the late Micheal J. 
Paraasriello, has established a new scholarship in her 
son's honor.
Micheal J. Passariello, a Sacred Heart graduate, 
died of a heart condition in 1987.
At the time, he was vice president of C,P.. 
Passariello Realty, Inc. :
The $4,000 scholarshipwill be given out beginning 
with the Fall 1999 semester. Mrs. Passariello contrib­
uted $100,000 to the fund, and another $400,000 will be 
donated upon her death.
"Both of my sons were given opportunities by 
Sacred Heart University, and this is my way of giving 
something back," said Mrs. Passariello.
For more information, call Financial Assistance at 
371-7981.
Scholarship available for SHU students soon
Application forms for the Second Annual Alumni 
Association Scholarship will be made available for 
Sacred Heart students starting Dec. 15.
The $1,000 scholarship is awarded based on 
academic performance, leadership, service and financial 
need.
The scholarship applications are available in the 
Alumni Relations, Campus Ministry, Financial Aid and 
Student Life offices.
«
For more information, call Carol Way at 365-
4801.
National Scholarships offered to students
Seventy-five Harry S. Truman Scholarships worth 
$30,000 each are being offered nationwide to college 
students.
It is available to be won by U.S. citizens, who are 
juniors in the upper-quarter of their class and are com­
mitted to a career in Public Service.
The award money will go towards students senior 
year and graduate education.
For more information contact Political Science 
Professor, Dr. John Kikoski at 371-7742 by Dec. 15.
-Compiled by Brian Corasaniti
Florida
therapy graduates to attend con­
ferences and seminars.
“It was our first time doing 
a fundraiser and it was very suc­
cessful,” said Bobbi Stanislaw 
from Reading, Penn.
The Moore Center for Re­
habilitation and Robestelli Corp. 
Services donated the Florida trip.
For the association’s next 
fundraiser they are planning to 
do a Massage-a-thon, which 
would require a small fee.
They plan on continuing 
the drawing for the Florida trip 
next year as well.
Photo by Wendi Plescia
Mike Wield (center) was presented with plane tickets for a trip to Doral Golf Resorts in Florida.
Wield wins trip to
By Wendi Plescia
Co-News Editor
Mike Wield, director of 
Athletic Training, won a trip to 
Florida in a recent drawing 
sponsored by the Graduate Stu­
dent Physical Therapy Associa­
tion.
The trip is three days and 
two nights at Doral Golf Re­
sorts.
“I couldn’t believe it, I 
thought it was a joke at first,” 
stated Wield.
The association set up a 
clock and sold seconds of a 12- 
hour period for a quarter each. 
The clock was wound up and 
the second it stopped at deter­
mined the winner.
“I had eight quarters left. I 
brought students over and they 
closed their eyes and picked the 
blocks (seconds) for me,” said 
Wield.
According to Greg Besson, 
president of theisponsoring as­
sociation, the event was a 
fundraiser which generated 
about $4,000 for the physical
Rose s words are enlightening
By Alison Sessa
Contributing Writer
The American presidency is 
surrounded by hostile forces that 
weaken it, political science pro­
fessor Gary Rose said in a recent 
speech.
Rose recently completed a 
book. The American Presidency 
Under Siege, that examines the 
condition of the United States 
presidency and the factors that
are reducing its power.
He said the declining inter­
est in political parties has weak­
ened the presidency.
A strong presidency requires 
a strong party system, which the 
United States no longer has. Rose 
told an audience of about 40 
students at a November forum.
Rose said that his book on 
the presidency, which he spent 
three years writing, is his best 
work to date, and he is optimistic 
that it will help open the public’s 
eyes to a problem they know
exists.
According to Rose, a strong 
presidency is not only good for 
the United States, but for the 
world.
The political science profes­
sor also said Sacred Heart stu­
dents are not as involved in poli­
tics as they might be because of 
their other commitments.
He said the lack of member­
ship in campus political clubs are 
a sign of disinterest, which he said 
is also happening at campuses 
throughout the country.
community remembers a friendLoiacono: SHU
Continued from page 1 
Wielk commented that the pres­
ence of Father Michael 
McLemon, Sacred Heart’s priest, 
was very comforting.
Wielk said that Loiacono’s 
parish priest reflected on 
Loiacono’s outgoing nature and 
giving attitude and how he often 
helped out in the community.
Wielk added that he was also 
impressed by the tremendous faith 
of Loiacono’s parents. “They 
were remarkably strong. Any
strength we had over the course 
of the weekend came from them.”
Loiacono’s suitemates, 
Bruce Carlson (senior), Brian 
Falkowski (junior) and Jack 
Connors (senior) described him 
as always putting a smile on their 
faces and having a giant heart. 
They said that they will miss him, 
since he was their best friend.
Other friends of Loiacono, 
Jeremy Staub (junior), Chris 
Farrugio (junior) and DeLeary 
said that Loiacono would have
done anything for them and that it 
will never be the same without 
him.
Dr. Cemera said, “In the midst 
of a sad event, the extraordinary 
outpouring of student sympathy 
has been outstanding. Also, the 
staff from Residential Life to the 
Counseling Center were extraor­
dinary."
Anyone wishing to send re­
gards and condolences may write 
to: Loiacono Family, 5 Locksley 
Lane, Nesconset, N.Y. 11767.
East Hall: Hopes to begin building 10-story facility
Continued from page 1
Park Ave. from the Spadaccino 
Funeral Home in December 1995 
and announced it planned to con- 
structa 113,000-square-foot build­
ing.
Plans for East Hall indicate 
that there will be two floors of 
classrooms and eight floors for 
residential rooms in a suite de­
sign, housing 384 students.
“By building the facility we
hope to reduce the number of stu­
dents at Avalon Gates first, and 
Taft Commons second,” said 
Wielk. “Right now we pay about 
$1 million to house students at 
Avalon.”
Townhouse: Break-in has resident students frustrated
Continued from page 1
on duty the night of the robbery, 
which may have lead to the mis- 
communication between Public 
Safety and the Residential Life 
staff.
Ginny Marques, residence 
hall director for Parkridge, was 
not made aware of the situation 
until Sunday, “I feel bad for the 
women of Townhouse seven, 
that their holiday weekend was
ruined by the break-in.”
According to William 
O’Connell, director of Public 
Safety, no new information has 
surfaced, but they are working on 
the case.
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Watch out for the barriers
By Samuel Santiago, Jr.
Contributing Writer
Barriers have been placed on 
the roadway in front of South and 
West Hall prohibiting automo­
biles access and making it a pe­
destrian only zone.
“This will create a safer pe­
destrian walkway,” says Edmund 
Garrick, director of Human 
Recources.
“This was done as part of the 
University’s effort to enhance the 
aesthetics of our grounds and pro­
vide for safer and increased pe­
destrian usage,” Garrick stated 
in a memo which he e-mailed to 
the campus community last 
week.
“The elimination of vehicu­
lar traffic will enhance the qual­
ity of life by allocating this en­
tire area to people,” states Garrick 
in his memo.
The only time vehicles will 
have access to the road is in case 
of emergencies.
During the beginning and 
end of the semesters when stu­
dents are going home or return­
ing to school. Public Safety will 
unlock the barriers.
To accommodate this 
change, Garrick stated in his 
memo, ‘The road from the cor­
ner by the Administration Build­
ing at the North Lot will become 
a two-way road. Access to the 
mailroom, Jefferson Hill and the 
Pitt Center will now be obtained 
through this route. Pavement 
painting, traffic and directional 
signs will be installed to indicate 
these changes.
“All the comments that I 
have received have been posi­
tive. The campus community 
thinks this is a good idea,” added 
Garrick.
Photo by Kerrie Darress
Here are two vehicles that are attempting to get through what was once an open area by West Hall.
Public Safety Releases
Public Safely incidents from Nov. 15 - Dec. 1
Nov. 17:12:34 p.m.- Resident student reported receiving harassing 
phone calls.
7:56 p.m.- Student reported chemicals were splashed in her face 
in the Science Wing; her eyes were irrigated with water; student was 
transported to Health Services.
Nov. 19:3:54 a.m.- West Hall fifth floor fire alarm received; no cause 
found.
8:41 a.m.- Buildings and Grounds employees reported the theft of 
a leaf blower from the Faculty/Staff lot overnight.
Nov. 20:5:05 a.m.- Discharged fire extinguisher found at Parkridge; 
it was replaced.
8:33 p.m.- Employee reported being injured the day before in the 
Faculty Lounge.
Nov. 21:1:50 a.m.- Vehicle was reported vandalized in the South Lot 
(broken window).
3:21 a.m.- Two students fell from a third floor hallway to the 
ground floor at Avalon Gates; one student died of his injuries, another 
received treatement for his injuries. Trumbull Police investigated the 
accident.
2:16 p.m.- West Hall student reported the theft of his laptop 
computer from his room.
2:27 p.m.- West Hall fire alarm caused by student accidentally 
hitting a smoke detector.
6:24 p.m.- Students reported being stuck in the West Hall eleva­
tor; students were released a few minutes later, and the elevator was 
taken out of service.
9:12 p.m.- Sick South Hall resident was transported to the 
hospital.
Performance to "sing good news"
By Gina Norelli choir. gospel music is all the rage,” added
Editor-In-Chief non-denominational Coogan.
------------------------------------------- and inter-cultural group consists Coogan, who is the pianist
of 60 members from Fairfield and and director of the choir, said that
You don t have to travel Westchester Counties. It is vol- he first learned to play gospel
South to hear soul-inspiring gos- unteer based and community- music when he was a student at
pel music. In fact, you don’t minded. “It brings so many dif- Amherst College, where he would
even have to leave campus. This ferent kinds of people together,” spend hours a day in the practice
Sunday at 7 p.m. in the Sacred said Coogan. room.
Heart University Center for the The choir performs at church “I wanted to recreate that ex-
Performing Arts, a gospel per- services, special events, commu- perience,” he said. Coogan adds
formance will be given by a local nity outreach events and hosts his improvisational style of jazz to
group called the Good News concerts twice a year as compositions and arrangements
Gospel Choir. The theme will be fundraising for local charities, for the choir. “I strive to have this
“Singing for Scholarships” and They also perform at prisons and choir something fun to be at. It’s
will benefit the SHU Scholarship homeless shelters to spread a very friendly.” Coogan said the
Fund. sense of joy. “We sing from the choir is always looking for addi-
“They would like their rev- heart and make a connection to tional members, 
enue raising ability to support something other than ourselves The Good News Gospel
someone interested in education,” to thereby touch the hearts of the Choir’s new release “Joy Unspeak-
said Mitch Holmes, director of audience,” said Coogan. able Joy” and T-shirts will be avail-
Career Services, who knows a The motto ofthe Good News able to purchase after the perfor-
member of the choir. is a motto of change. “You will mance.
The Good News Gospel leave feeling better than when Tickets are $5 for students.
Choir was founded in 1993 by you came,” said Coogan, who $10 general admission and $25
Chris Coogan, aprofessional jazz believes that music is his whole for reserved seating,
musician and entertainer who life. “I love what I do,” he added. For more information, call the
lives in Weston with his wife “Gospel and religious music Career Development Office at
Karen, who is the choir’s busi- is in a blossoming growth phase 371-7975 ortheGoodNewsTicket
ness manager and also sings in these last ten years. In Paris, Line at (203) 454-4695.
Contributed Photo
The GoodNews Gospel Choir will perform a benefit concert at Sacred Heart, Sunday night.
Nov. 22: 12:21 a.m.- West Hall resident received treatement from 
Public Safety for a lacerated hand.
3:00 a.m.- South Hall resident reported vandalism to the fifth 
floor bathroom.
5:15 a.m.- Officer observed a lamp post knocked to the ground 
at Jefferson Hill.'
1:52 p.m.- A spectator at the UNH football game, at Campus 
Field, suffered a cardiac arrest. The ambulance crew on the field for 
the game responded, along with the police and fire departments; the 
spectator was revived.
10:23 p.m.- Public Safety assisted the Residence Life staff with 
an alcohol violation at Jefferson Hill.
Nov. 23:1:05 a.m.- Vandalism was reported at the Pitt Center.
Nov. 24:11:07 a.m.- Parkridge student being injured a week prior due 
to a fall outside of the Townhouses.
7:52 p.m.- South Hall fire extinguisher was found discharged; it 
was replaced.
Nov. 25: 1:02 a.m.- South Hall fire alarm reported; no problems 
found.
9:27 a.m.- Student reported her vehicle was hit and damaged in 
the Commuter Lot.
11:55 a.m.- Avalon Gates resident student reported damage to 
their vehicle at Avalon Gates.
10:39 p.m.- West Hall fire alarm received; no problem found.
Nov. 26:4:11 p.m.- Resident student reported his vehicle broken into 
and radio and speakers stolen from the North Lot.
7:51 p.m.- Taft resident reported confronted someone who en­
tered their room via the sliding glass doors, then ran back out the same 
way; Bridgeport police notified.
Nov. 27: 2:11 a.m.- Parkridge Officer found a townhouse had been 
burglarized and electronic equipment taken; Bridgeport Police noti­
fied.
Nov. 28: 3:46 a.m.- Main Academic building fire alarm received; no 
problem found.
Nov. 29: No incidents reported.
Nov. 30: No incidents reported.
Dec. 1:12:25 a.m.- Avalon Gates resident reported receiving harass­
ing phone calls.
1:57 a.m.- West Hall resident reported receiving harassing 
phone calls.
Write for News!!!!!
Call Wendi or Bruce at 7966 
or 7963.
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EDITORIALS
Be supportive in this time of mourning
Two weeks ago the Sacred Heart community 
was struck with a terrible tragedy. It arose on the 
morning of Friday, Nov. 21 to hear that Paul 
Loiacono, a junior at the University, had been 
killed in a fall from a balcony at Avalon Gates.
Sacred Heart is small, close-knit University 
and the news was hard-hitting. Each person at 
this University has been very helpful in supporting 
one another. For those who knew Paul better 
than others, we need to be extra-supportive.
Students, faculty and administration attended 
a service for him Nov. 21 in the Sacred Heart 
Chapel. Many traveled to his hometown in 
Smithtown, N.Y. for the wake and funeral.
Upon returning from the services in 
Smithtown, many expressed the enormous appre­
ciation his family felt to know that so many cared 
for him.
For those who are having difficulties coping 
with his loss, try to remember the good times you 
had with him and understand that God is support­
ing you every step of the way.
Also, the Sacred Heart Counseling Center is 
open to all students who need to speak about 
what they are feeling.
Dance shouidn't be a drunken dispiay
Tomorrow night, hundreds of students will 
go to the annual Christmas dance at Sante’s 
Manor in Milford. They will have paid a lot of 
money for tickets and clothing for the event. The 
excitement of Christmas will be in the air and it 
will be a fun celebration before finals.
In past years, students arrived drunk or 
became drunk shortly after arriving at the dance. 
Some students were so drunk that they vomitted 
all over the floor and onto others clothing. Bath­
rooms were crowded with people who were sick.
A few students were so drunk that they passed 
out and paramedics had to be called in to trans­
port them to the hospital.
We believe that out of courtesy to fellow 
students, people should think before they get so 
drunk at the dance that their drunkenness hin­
ders the fun of other students. After spending so 
much money for the evening, no student should 
be vomitted on or have to see other students 
become sick from overdoing it.
The Writer of Seville
By MIKE 
DUTTON
Last night was quite an expe­
rience here in Sevilla, and quite a 
cultural one at that. We attended 
the annual Taste of Seville, at 
which about 40 restaurants served
portions of ______________ _
food at the 
same price.
We were all 
on a mission 
to find the 
weirdest 
foods that we 
could 
find, be­
cause be­
ing the 
odd char­
acter that I 
am, I 
thought 
my trip to
Spain would not be complete if I 
did not at least try the native cui­
sine. Thus, my first sampling was 
ox tail, which I really enjoyed 
and truly can see myself eating 
more of.
It was kind of fatty and there 
was not much meat— but around 
the bone, the meat was quite tasty. 
Second, we went for squid cooked 
in its own ink. I cut into the squid 
and all of the ink squirted all over 
my plate. That alone was appe­
tizing enough, but I continued 
and ate it. I really did not care for 
that, so we moved onto some­
thing I never thought I could try— 
butidid. It was bull’s blood. Itis 
a delicacy here in Spain, so I tried 
it. It really did not have that much 
flavor, and I did not hate it, but I
wouldn’t try it again. It is one of 
those things I just wanted to say 
that I tried, and I was a good sport 
about it. I had this image of the 
bull bleeding to death in the ring 
the whole time I was eating it.
The most interesting flavor 
of Spain that I ate was the biggest 
bird anyone could eat—ostrich. 
It was alright, but tasted like fla­
vorless beef.
Oh well, another treat that I. 
am on a mission to find and eat 
here is yet another part of the bull. 
They seem to have a use for every 
single part of the bull here, and I 
assure you that no part goes 
wasted.
Now, if you are not mature 
enough to handle what I am about 
to say and plan on snickering, 
then I prefer you do not read on. 
In all honesty, I plan to try bull 
testicles. I think that I could get 
past the oddness and American 
“yuck” mentality to try them, and 
from what I hear, they are very 
tasty. We will soon find out.
I reeently went to a town near 
here and their prized souvenirs 
were whips. They are made by 
taking the bull's penis and stretch­
ing it with a weight so that it 
becomes very long.
After that, they dry it and 
wrap it with a wire so that it has a 
spiral shape and it is long and 
narrow. They attach a handle and 
use it to smack horses when they 
are riding. I know it sounds weird, 
but I bought nine of them.
What a perfect Christmas gift,
I thought. Can you imagine be­
ing the one who makes them? 
Okay, enough. That is about all 
for my unusual dietary experi­
ence here thus far, but I hope to 
try as many new things here that 
I can or I will lose oiit on the 
experience.
Getting over the initial cul­
ture shock and “why do they do 
that” stage is so difficult when 
one is placed in another culture.
It is sueh an unbelievably 
unique feeling when all of a sud­
den you are not the majority and 
you are not where you are used to 
everything, but instead, you are 
placed in a new world to explore 
and figure things out yourself. I 
tell you, what a way to grow up 
fast.
I now understand how hard 
it must be for a foreigner in the 
United States.
S o, in honor of all of them, I 
give all of the International stu­
dents at SHU a big thumbs up for 
coping and dealing with the diffi­
culties.
Study Abroad Tip #11; 
When studying aborad, make sure 
to leave a lot of room or bring an 
extra suitcase with you, because 
as I recently found out, sending 
things to the USA is very expen­
sive, especially when you are 
sending twenty pounds of Christ­
mas gifts home.
Almost definitely, you will 
be going home with a lot more 
than you eame with, so make 
sure you have room to put it in, or 
else you will spend all of your 
money on mailing things home.
Strengthening prayer is a powerful asset
When I was young my par­
ents always 
said prayers 
with me before 
I went to bed.
Unfortunately I 
didn’t continue 
nightly prayers 
during my later 
childhood 
years. The 
ritual of prayer By BRAD 
became less a WILSON 
part of my life.
Late this
past May, my belief in the power 
of prayer and awareness of God’s 
presence was strengthened by a 
tragic accident that nearly claimed 
the life of one of my closest 
friends.
I awoke on a Saturday morn­
ing to help my friend Keith build 
a deck for his new house. When 
I arrived, Keith told me his 
brother, Brian, had been in an 
ATV accident early that morning
and was in an induced coma.
Our families are very close. 
Brian, Keith and myself have 
been best friends for as long as I 
can remember.
Brian and I work at a store 
that his aunt and uncle own and 
we had just worked together the 
night before.
I was absolutely devastated. 
I called my parents to notify them 
and they instantly drove to the 
hospital.
I wanted so badly to go with 
them, but I couldn’t because my 
help was needed at the store since 
Brian wouldn’t be there and an­
other employee was unable to 
work as well.
When the store closed 
around9 p.m., visiting hours were 
over and I was told that only 
family was allowed to see him. 
No, he was not family by blood, 
but he was family in every other 
sense of the word.
That drive home from work
was the longest and scariest half- 
hour of my life. While working 
I didn’t truly realize that my 
friend might not make it.
I began thinking of the times 
we had together and I burst into 
tears.
I thought about the times 
Brian, Keith and I played foot-
PERSPECTIVE
ball in their backyard. Or the 
time we built a snowbank at the 
foot of my driveway so that their 
parents’ car would be blocked in 
and they would be forced to stay 
longer. We cherished our time 
together.
Before I went to bed that 
night, I prayed. It was the first 
time I said a bedtime prayer since 
my early childhood years.
The next day Brian’s vital 
signs were better and his condi­
tion improved with every day.
I spent a lot of time with him 
at the hospital and continued to 
pray every night. It was just a 
little over a week after the acci­
dent when I walked into his room 
and heard him say, “Hey Brad­
ley.”
That’s the same greeting he 
had always given me and to hear 
his voice that day was the sweet­
est sound I had ever heard.
Brian was out of the hospi­
tal and working at the store by 
the end of the summer. I believe 
wholeheartedly that my prayers 
played a huge role in his mag­
nificent recovery.
In addition to praying for 
him, I have begun praying for 
other people.
Most recently I’ve been 
praying that the family and 
friends of Paul Loiacono, who 
died in a terrible accident at Sa­
cred Heart two weeks ago, are 
able to handle the loss of their 
loved one.
C------------------------------------------- N
EDITORIAL POLICY:
The editorial pages are 
an open forum. Letters 
to the editor are encour­
aged. All submissions 
are subject to editing for 
spelling, punctuation, 
grammarandclarity. The 
Spectrum does not as­
sume copyright for any 
published material. All 
submissions are reviewed 
by the Editorial Board.
The Spectrum is a stu­
dent-run newspaper of 
Sacred Heart University, 
published every Thursday 
during the academic year. 
All mail should be sent to 
Spectrum, Sacred Heart 
University 5151 Park Av­
enue, Fairfield, CT 
06432-1000. The adver­
tising deadline is 7 days 
prior to publication. Of­
fice phone numbers are 
(203) 371-7966 or 7963. 
Fax number is (203) 371- 
7828.
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ACROSS 
1 Rant part 
5 Overweight 
10 Expletive 
U Volcanic flow
15 Blackbird
16 Meditate deeply
17 Long story
18 Not moving
19 Prose narrative
20 Held up 
22 Guest
24 Cozy place
25 Danger
26 Calamity
30 Wears away 
gradually
34 Muslim priest
35 Living
36 Related on 
mother’s side
37 Catch
38 Struck with the 
hand
41 Hosiery mishap
42 Representative
44 Goal
45 Make over
46 Peruse again 
48 Handyman 
50 Penned
52 Mental telepathy
53 Prickly plant 
56 Arms
storehouse
60 Space
61 Slow, in music
63 Not any
64 English queen
65 Willow
66 Feminine suffix
67 Intend
68 Bartlett and 
bosc
69 Office furniture
DOWN
1 Luge
2 Recording
3 Wicked
4 Road surface
5 Eastern
6 Musical group
7 Adam's mate
8 Wait upon
9 Complete 
10 Greek letter
01997 Tribune Media Seivices, Inc. 
Ali rights reserved.
ANSWERS
11 Mature kid
12 Jason’s ship
13 Costly
21 Affirmative 
23 Fathered
25 Make ready
26 Money of Iran
27 Reflection
28 Broad sword
29 Baseball stat.
31 Challenger
32 Musical 
compsitlon
33 Mexican title
38 Begin
39 Dessert choice
40 Rulers 
43 Reporters 
45 Matured 
47 Just a dab 
49 Donkey 
51 Pester
53 English streetcar 57 Short letter
54 Sharpen 58 Picnic pests
55 Hebrides isle 59 Bulb vegetable
56 Ripening factor 62 Inlet
If the SHU Fits
by Jeremy Staub
risi (iffioRy or
7?)UL LoiACOhlO
fie WA5 ■n\e 
Vefi^JiTiotJ or 4
TRUE AlJC> Lo\jAL
FRlE/sib, T/Zif UfE OF 
eveRy fiARry, ai^
By /Ihiyohlf UHo VWEIa/ UltA.
FRbrt ALL youR rREfv/DiS Aa/Ci
FAMiLy, We ioi/e yoo
ArJb u)/LL s/EveH ranker you
The SHU Voices
If you could be granted one wish, what would it be?
Compiled by Kerrie Darress
Marianne Garabedian
Boston
Sophomore
'I wish for a long, healthy, stable life.
Michael Corpus 
Colonia, N.J. 
Senior
"I wish for world peace."
Ryan Marion 
Putnam, Conn.
Junior
"I wish for monumental nirvanimity 
with a touch of perpetual erectonomy.
Debbie Paduano
East Haven 
Senior
"I wish for what he said."
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Letters to Editor-in-Chief 
& Publisher
Drinking is not a serious problem Student sees the benefits of computers
To the Editor:
Personally, I feel that drink­
ing is not that big of a problem on 
our campus. Yes, some people do 
abuse their use of the drug, but so 
do smokers.
All of my roommates drink on 
occasion, even one of them wrote a 
letter to the editor about how bad 
drinking is at SHU. I asked all of 
my roommates why they drink, 
and everyone replied, “Because it 
is what I want to do. Not because 
it is cool or any of that jazz.”
Those individuals who like to 
bust on students who consume 
alcohol should stop because we 
do not bust on you for not drink­
ing. I am not saying that you 
shouldn’t be safe while you are 
drinking. I am a strong believer in 
having a designated driver. I have 
seen what driving drunk has done 
to individuals and the families of 
those in the accident. I was not 
involved in the accident, but I am 
a friend of a young lady’s family 
whose car was hit from a drunk
driver. The lady is still severely 
injured after twenty years. Her 
condition is irreversible.
If people are safe while 
drinking, then I see no problem 
in what they are doing. I know 
we live on a dry campus (the 
Outpost), but how many dry cam­
puses does anyone know of that 
are actually dry?
Maybe if this school turned 
the old workout area into a club 
of some sort, students could have 
a place to go and shake their tails. 
A place like that would be great 
for first-year students who do not 
have cars and are not interested 
in ping-pong.
Drinking is something that I 
like to do on occasion. Many 
students feel the same way as I 
do. I have seven other room­
mates and six of them fully agree 
to what I have just written. I just 
want the people who do not drink 
to stop knocking those of us who 
do.
Patrick Chiarelli
sophomore
To the Editor:
The use of computers at Sa­
cred Heart University is an out­
standing idea. This helps out stu­
dents because they are techno­
logically advancing themselves. 
They will be knowledgeable of 
how to use the computer. Right 
now, wherever you apply for a 
job, it is always stated that knowl­
edge of a computer is required or 
preferred.
Another issue is that the stu­
dents have access to an immea­
surable amount of information. 
The internet plays a key role. Stu­
dents can access information from 
all over the world.
There are tons of facts and 
references on the internet. There 
are also many services available 
online for people. Many students
can use these services. Students 
can meet other people through the 
internet and communicate with 
family and friends. There are mil­
lions of people who have comput­
ers in the world. Computers make 
life a lot easier for all of them. The 
computer can cut down on the 
work load that an individual has to 
do. Computers are also used for 
entertainment purposes.
There are many games that 
individuals can play. Whenever 
someone is bored, they can just 
turn the machine on and play some 
games.
They have to make sure that 
they do not overdo it. Simply put, 
computers make our lives much 
easier, so use them.
Mariusz Sobezak
first-year student
Only one more issue this semester. 
Keep an eye out for the Spectrum 
Christmas issue December 11.
When will the sacred heart community start showing real school spirit?
To the Editor:
School spirit. What is it? Ob­
viously, this school has no idea of 
the concept. I attended our bas­
ketball team’s first game at the 
Pitt Center on Nov. 24, and al­
though they soundly defeated a 
good team, the stands were largely 
empty and the crowd was dead.
I just cannot understand what 
can be done to motivate people to 
show a little school spirit. At a 
majority of other colleges, the 
stands are jam-packed with stu­
dents rooting on their team, chant­
ing, stomping, clapping, making 
noise, and even, god forbid, dress­
ing up in their school’s colors.
In my year and a half at Sa­
cred Heart, I just do not see that 
kind of spirit present anywhere at 
this University. Yes, there are 
isolated ‘incidents’ of students 
showing off that SHU pride, but 
those are few and far between.
At this opening basketball 
game, myself and two other dedi­
cated SHU fans camped out at the 
top of the bleachers and tried our 
best to get the crowd into the game. 
Mission not accomplished!
Only a handful of the sparse crowd 
followed in our footsteps.
I would be embarrassed if
someone from another school came 
to one of our games and saw this sad 
display of school spirit. As chair­
person of the Pep Rally and co- 
chairperson of Midnight Madness, I 
have tried my hardest and dedicated 
countless hours of my busy sched­
ule to bring some excitement and 
school pride to this campus, but, 
although the turnout was decent, 
both events largely failed.
This was the first time that I 
experienced someone actually tak­
ing the initiative to put on a “high- 
school type” pep rally and big-time 
Midnight Madness, but what kind 
of motivation will I, and those who
helped me, have to try these events 
again next year if the student body 
and more importantly, the faculty, 
staff and administration are not 
behind us 110%?
The whole issue of retention 
’ has come up in the Student Gov­
ernment and I feel that a top reason 
that students are leaving and one 
thing that we, as a university can 
work on to improve, is school spirit. 
If students can be made so that they 
feel a part of this university and are 
motivated to express their SHU 
pride, maybe they will stay.
Ted Miller 
sophomore
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True or false? The truths about our lying
Artwork by Jennifer Beach
By Wayne Kosminoff
Co-Features Editor
W
e do it as often as we 
comb our hair, brush 
our teeth, or blurt out 
information to others. Yet until 
recently, lying has received little 
attention from psychologists. 
Could we really get through life 
without it?
If, as the cliche would have 
it, the decade of the 1980’s was 
focused around greed, then the 
cardinal sin of the 1990’s could 
possibly be lying. Then again, 
think of all the accusation of 
deceit leveled at politicians like 
Bob Packwood, Newt Gingrich, 
Mayor Marion S. Barry Jr., or 
Bill Clinton.
And consider Susan Smith, 
the white woman who killed her 
two young boys and blamed a 
black man for it; Michael K. 
Deaver, in 1990 for lying under 
oath; or Mike Tyson, when he 
fought Evander Holyfield and 
bite his ear. We all heard referee 
Mills Lane ask Tyson, “Did you 
bit his ear?” Tyson clearly re­
plied, “No I did not.” We even 
noticed it in feature films such as 
“True Lies,” “Quiz Show,” 
“Walk Like a Man,” afilm which 
portrayed a female journalist ly­
ing abouther sex, or Jim Carrey’s 
latest release. Liar Liar.”
What’s happening here? 
Nothing that we can’t live with­
out, suggests Sergeant Randy 
Howell, a polygraph expert and 
head of the polygraph unit for 
the State Police in Meriden.
“Most people lie because 
it’s something they want to hide,” 
he said. “We couldn’t get 
through the day without lying. 
Some people do it and they don’t 
even realize it.”
However, until recently, ly­
ing has gone almost compliantly 
unnoticed by psychologists, 
leaving these discussions in the 
hands of ethicists and philoso­
phers to discuss. Freud wrote 
almost nothing about lying and 
deceiving others; even the 1500- 
page Encyclopedia of Psychol­
ogy, published in 1984, briefly 
mentions lies.
Due to the recent interest 
concerning liars, a study was 
published in the October 1997 
issue of Cosmopolitan maga­
zine. Their study was based on 
the release of the movie “Liar 
Liar.” Some facts about lies 
were discovered. They reported 
that:
• One out of seven lies are 
discovered.
• People are more apt to lie 
over the phone than they are in 
person.
• Ten percent of lies are ex­
aggerated, 60 percent are de­
ceptions and the rest are subtle 
lies, often ones of omission.
• More than 70 percent of 
liars would lie again.
• Women usually lie to make 
others feel better
• Men usually lie to build 
themselves up or hide some­
thing.
“Most people lie 
because it’s 
something they want 
to hide. We couldn’t 
get through the day 
without lying. Some 
people do it and they 
don’t even realize it.”
Yet, in a 1996 study pub-
lished by Bella DePaulo, Ph.D., 
a psychologist at the University 
of Virginia, DePaulo confirmed 
that the lie is a condition of life. 
In her study she attested that her 
and her colleagues had 147 
people between the ages of 18 
and 71 keep a detailed log of all 
the untruths they had told 
throughout the course of the 
week. According or her find­
ings, she noticed that most indi­
viduals lie once or twice a day. 
She also discovered that both 
men and women lie approxi­
mately a fifth of their social
Howell noted that lies come 
in three different stages. “You 
have the white lie, mostly causes 
no harm; the gray lie, which is 
what you don’t want society to 
know about, and the black lie. 
The black lie can be dangerous. 
This involves stealing money, 
or breaking someone’s particu­
lar trust.”
Dr. Christina Taylor, a pro­
fessor of psychology here at Sa­
cred Heart said, “Lying is like 
acting, aren’t we trying to 
achieve a certain objective? 
Most of us use social lies. They 
are a way not to hurt other 
people. We use these social lies 
so these people do not think 
poorly of you."
Taylor adds the habit of ly­
ing can be traced through two 
different forms. "One is omis­
sion which is omitting or re­
vealing things we don’t think, 
while the other is committion 
which is actively saying some­
thing that isn’t true."
Talyor feels that people 
who don’t use the skill of social 
lying run the risk of social rejec­
tion because people expect that 
we will protect one another from 
the truth. "For example, if you
just got an awful hair cut and I 
said it looks terrible, you prob­
ably won’t be very happy,” said 
Taylor.
"People are careful to moni­
tor the way that others perceive 
us. We actually attempt to man­
age the impressions and percep­
tions that dthersTorm of us," she 
added.
But what about college stu­
dents, how often do they tell the 
truth?
“College smdents lie to their 
mothers in one out of two con­
versations,” reports DePaulo. 
She also added that 85 percent 
of the couples interviewed in 
the 1990 study of college stu­
dents reportedly lied about their 
past relationships or indiscre­
tions. To make matters worse, 
DePaulo finds in dating circum­
stances couples purposely don’t 
tell the truth to each other in 
about a third of their interac­
tions —perhaps even more than 
they mislead others.
Maureen Collins, a senior 
biology major from Philadel­
phia, Penn., said, “I try not to lie 
but sometimes I can’t help it. If 
I do it, then it’s in the person's 
best interest. Sometimes I may
lie about trying to get out of 
work. When I was growing up 
my mom had one rule; if you 
lie you die.”
Nicole Dennis-Lawrence, 
a junior International business 
major from Saint Ann, Jamaica 
said, "Sometimes I lie to my 
pmrents, but I do-4t*te^ protect- 
them from worrying about me.
"They may ask me how 
I'm doing. I'll tell them fine 
even though something may be 
bothering me," she added.
Although lying seems to 
be prominent in our society and 
we can’t live without it, what 
would happen if everyone sud­
denly starting telling the truth?
If we ponder this idea for 
a moment, is it in an individu­
als best interest to tell the truth? 
Possibly, the world would be a 
better place, yet on the other 
hand, perhaps our social lives 
would collapse beneath the 
weight of unmerciful honesty, 
destroying our ability to bond 
with others.
But as the saying goes, 
“The truth is just an excuse for 
a lack of imagination.”
New Residence Hall Directors set goals at SHU
Photo by Cami Chisholm
Ginny Marques, RHD of Parkridge and Jim Giudice, RHD of J-
By Marianne Cardo
Contributing Writer
W
hen Ginny Marques 
and Jim Guidice 
graduated from col­
lege, they knew they wanted to 
get involved with Residential 
Life. They both decided that 
Sacred Heart was the right 
choice for them.
Ginny Marques, the new 
Residence Hall Director of 
Parkridge, graduated from Cen­
tral Connecticut State Univer­
sity with a degree in Spanish 
and a minor in communications. 
In her college years. Marques 
served as a Resident Assistant 
as well as a Program Assistant.
One of Marques’ friends 
_ heard of an open position at the
University. Knowing of her in^ 
terest in Residential Life, they 
informed her of the opportu­
nity. Instantly, she had great 
vibes about Sacred Heart.
“I liked what they had to 
offer,” Marques said. “This 
school is similar to Central, and 
I knew that I would learn and 
grow in this community and I 
would be able to see the differ­
ence between public and private 
schools.”
Jim Giudice, the new Resi­
dence Hall Director of Jefferson 
Hill, was attracted to Sacred 
Heart for similar reasons. After 
graduating from the University 
of Connecticut with a double 
major in English and History, 
he knew he wanted a position in 
a smaller school.
“I had already done the big 
school thing, and a friend of mine 
had gone here for undergraduate 
studies,” Giudice said. “I knew 
Sacred Heart had a small, inti­
mate setting, which was exactly 
what I was looking for.”
Both Marques and Giudice 
have set goals for their upcom­
ing years at Sacred Heart.
“I would say my goal is to 
get a different perspective from 
a different school,” Marques 
said. “I love the way that every­
one gets involved. It’s a com­
munity.”
Giudice’s goal is geared to­
wards the community.
“I want to make it so that 
living on campus is more desir­
able to upperclassmen,” he said. 
“It seems that the trend here is to
Hill
move off campus once you be­
come a junior or senior. There
really are benefits to living on 
campus and I want to get those 
benefits across to the students.”
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Just a byte of technology
T
he computer/laptop forum held on Nov. 4 was very helpful to the Technology Committee and staff 
of the Student Mobile Computing Program. Many students came to express their concerns 
regarding such items as software problems and hardware problems. Other students came to express 
their eoncems regarding the upgrade ability of the laptops and the training of the help desk technicians. 
The feedback from the students in crucial to the Student Mobile Computing Program and allows the 
program and the Technology Committee to evaluate the procedures and determine ways of improving the 
program so it is most beneficial to the students.
Student Questions;
Is there a trade-in program to get an updated computer before we upgrade?
Presently there is no program in place. The Mobile Computing Program, along with the Technology 
Committee, will look at putting a trade-in program in place. A survey will be taken to determine if there 
are enough students interested in participating in a trade-in program. The program will cost students some 
money as the refresh cycle for the computer industry is 90 days.
Why do our off-campus residence halls have no data jacks?
The reason the off-campus residence halls do not have jacks is because the University does not own these 
buildings and therefore the University cannot run wiring through them. At this time the telecommunica­
tions and networking staff, along with the Technology Committee, are evaluating possible solutions.
Techno Tip of the Week:
If your screen is frozen and the mouse will not work, press control, alt, and delete at the same time to 
bring up a task manager. This will tell you if a certain program is not responding and provide the options 
to end the task, shutdown the computer, or cancel and wait for the task to finish.
Web Site of the Week;
You will need Winzip to download these upgrades. Download Winzip at:
WWW. winzip. com/download, cgi ?home
At internet address prompt, type: www.mcafee.com/down/3x.asp 
Click HTTP download to download upgrade. At dialog box click OPEN IT and then click OK. Click I 
AGREE at Winzip title screen. At next screen click NEXT. When it asks you to copy files to favorite folder, 
click NO. Click SELECT DIFFERENT FOLDER At flashing cursor hit backspace and type: 
C:\McAfee\VirusScan. Click UNZIP NOW. Click YES TO ALL to replace old files with new files. Click 
NEXT and then close to exit out of Winzip. Restart your computer.
By Brian Rydstrom and Dennis Fuzie
o Your Health
__
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By Carmela Chisholm
OoH Tattoo
Yet again, I found myself 
looking blank and bleary eyed 
“Tnio my television set, in a des­
perate attempt to trigger my few 
remaining neurons out of their 
vacation coma. There, like a 
winter cold sore, it appeared 
before me. The voice of Dr. 
Spock leapt out of the speakers 
and I knew then what I had to 
write. A column on tattoos. 
They’re cool, they’re fashion­
able and not to mention just a tad 
bit painful.
Tattoos are an increasingly 
common occurrence. It’s esti­
mated that one out of every 
eleven people have some form 
of body art. Most of the people 
that get tattoos are between the 
ages of 20 and 40. Isn’t that also 
the time that most mental disor­
ders occur? Coincidence? I 
think not.
Even though tattoos are 
popular, they are quite expen­
sive. Tattoo artists can some­
times charge up to $ 100 an hour. 
For that same amount, you can 
pay a psychiatrist to explain to 
you why your father’s love of 
fishing caused you to have an 
unnatural childhood, which in 
turn made you want to engrave 
Elvis’ s self portrait on your rear.
No one knows who started 
the art of tattooing or how they 
discovered how to make them. 
However, it is thought that it 
began when people discovered 
that charcoal rubbed into a cut 
causes a mark. Of course, char­
coal rubbed on anything causes 
a black mark. Don’t believe 
me? Try barbecuing in a wed­
ding gown.
The word tattoo comes from 
a Tahitian word, meaning “to 
tap.’’ The Tahitians were among 
the many South Pacific people 
who identified each other by then- 
tattoos. The only problem with 
-ihis.was lhaLwheD.tlie.J6utQper,
ans saw the Maui people's tat­
tooed faces, they became envi­
ous.
A market for the severed, 
tattooed heads of the natives grew 
up in European society. Tribes 
started fighting each other so 
that they could take their cap­
tives’ heads and trade them for 
European guns. Can you imag­
ine what would’ve happened if 
the natives had decided to tattoo 
certain other vital body parts? 
Uhhhhhh, that could’ve been re­
ally messy. Gives a whole new 
meaning to the words “severed 
head,’’ huh?
Tattoos were not very popu­
lar in ancient Rome. They were 
grounds for banishment. Ro­
mans saw them as a betrayal of 
the purity and cleanliness of the 
human form. Plus the fact that it 
really ticked the Roman parents 
off Well, fortunately for those 
uptight parental units, tattoos vir­
tually disappeared by the fourth 
century. This was probably due 
to the fact that God didn’t really 
care for body art. He felt so 
strongly about it that he had his 
disciples write it down in the 
bible.
Even though people were 
able to disobey their parents, they 
had a little harder time disobey­
ing God. That whole burning in 
hell for all eternity certainly tops 
being sent to your room without 
.dinner______________________
While tattoos may seem 
quite the “in thing’’ here in the 
United States, compared to 
Japan’s artwork, our tattoos are 
mere child’s scribble.
Tattoos in the U.S. are 
mostly little pictures of roses or 
butterflies or ex-lovers’ names 
that are turned into vines or dag­
gers.
However, in Japan, tattoos 
are full body affairs. They start 
at the neck and cover the arms 
and legs like a T-shirt and shorts. 
These tattoo suits originated back 
in the good old days when all 
Japanese people wore kimonos. 
The government forbid poor 
people to wear highly decorated 
kimonos. So, in order to fight 
the system, the peasants deco­
rated their bodies like kimonos. 
They knew that no matter what 
the government did, they had an 
outfit that no one could take 
away. Sort of makes a drastic 
and sadistic kind of fashion state­
ment though.
Of course, the person we 
really have to thank for the mod­
em tattoo is Samuel O’ Riley 
from New York. He invented 
the tattoo machine. Now, in­
stead of spending months and 
years and gallons of tears on a 
tattoo, people can get wasted one 
night and permanently inscribe 
the name of some person they 
just met onto their arm. I guess 
we should all be grateful for the 
machine age.
The only thing that you need 
to remember about getting a tat­
too in Connecticut is that it is not 
regulated. Even though medical 
doctors and/or specialists and the 
Board of Health watch over ev­
erything, it can still be danger­
ous if the artists don’t use proper 
sterilization techniques. So, be­
fore you go to a tattoo party and 
have some amateur write “Fm 
with stupid” across your chest, 
think twice. After all, once it’s 
there, it’s yours to bear.
CAMPUS HAPPENINGS
Russian coffeehouse
Tonight in the Faculty Lounge at 7 p.m., the second 
to last coffeehouse will take place. A mixture of 
Russian and Eastern European, acapella, village 
music will be performed in traditional folk costumes.
Helping Hands party
On Dec. 6 from 1-4 p.m. in the Mahogany Room, 
the Helping Hands party will be held to benefit 
under-privileged kids.
Night at the movies
"The Lost World" will be shown from Dec. 6 to 
Dec. 8 in the Schine Auditorium. Showtimes are as 
follows:
Sat. 5 p.m. and 7 p.m.
Sun. 2 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Mon. at 9 p.m. only
Christmas tree lighting
Come join the SHU community in the annual 
Christmas tree lighting ceremony. It will take place at 
7 p.m. on Dec. 8 on the Library lawn. Cookies and 
cocoa will be served.
Christmas photos in the Outpost
On Dec. 9 at 9 p.m. in the Outpost, free Christmas 
pictures will be taken with Mr. and Mrs. Claus.
Bring a friend or two to help usher in the season with 
a holiday photo. All Christmas Week events are 
sponsored by the Student Events Team.
toys far tots
From Dec. 1 to Dec. 19, SHU will be an official 
collection site for the Greater Bridgeport area for the 
annual Toys for Tots program for Christmas. A 
collection box will be placed in front of the service 
learning office. For additional information, contact 
Phyllis Machledt at 365-7622.
Turbo Tom
On Dec. 10 at 9 p.m. in the Outpost, Turbo Tom 
will return once again with his freak show. Only 
those with strong stomachs should attend!
-Compiled by Wayne Kosminoff and Carmela Chisholm
AIRPORT SERVICE
''°“™'Academic Building
$30* one-way to LaGuardia 
or JFK, between fhv. 17 and Jan. 18 
with pre-paid reservations.
CAMPUS HOLiDAV SPECIAL!
PRIME IlME
AIRPORT SHUTTIE OF CONNECTICUT
' No other discount} moy be used
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL: 1 ■800-733-8267 or
h800-
'Choice' works on exhibit in Gallery
By Tara S. Deenihan
Assistant A&E Editor
“Printer’s Choice” will be 
opening in the Gallery of Con­
temporary Art on Dec. 7.
The show, curated by artist 
and independent curator Francine 
Halvorsen, features artwork 
which exemplifies the intense col­
laboration between artists and 
printers.
The works shown are the 
choices of 12 master printers who 
work with artists to develop their 
vision.
Jeffery Smith, assistant to the 
director of the Gallery, said, “This 
show is a little bit different, in 
that it is a group exhibit chosen by 
the printers — (these works) rep­
resent the interrelationship with 
the artist to develop the work.”
Contributed photos
Two prints by Sol Lewitt from "Printer's Choice," the most recent 
Gallery exhibit.
The printers featured in­
clude Rene Bott, Kathan BroWn, 
Karl Hecksher, Felix Harlan, 
Carol Weaver, Jennifer Melby, 
Maurice Payne, Doris 
Simmelink, Judith Solodkin, Jo 
Watanabe, Todd Watts and Nina 
Chemick.
Amoftg the artists whose 
work the printers have helped 
create are Yale professor Will­
iam Bailey, Louise Bourgeois, 
Sol LeWitt, and Sean Scully.
“Though the artist creates 
the image, it is the printer that 
must have the vision to see the 
print through to its final form 
and edition it,” said Halvorsen.
She emphasizes the 
printer’s importance, adding, 
“They offer the best possible 
choices and techniques for the 
highest execution of the shared 
project.”
The Gallery in collabora­
tion with “Printer’s Choice” will 
be holding its annual fundraiser.
Richard Solomon, president 
of Pace Editions,Inc. and a mem­
ber the Board of Directors of the 
International Fine Print Dealers 
and the Art Dealers Association 
of America, will give a speech at 
the fundraiser entitled “Looking 
at Fine Art From a Printmaker’s 
Perspective.”
“Printer’s Choice” will run 
in the Gallery of Contemporary 
Art from Dec.7 until Jan. 22.
The opening recep­
tion IS Dec. 7 from 1 to 4 
p.M. IN THE Gallery.
The Gallery fundraiser will 
be held Jan. 23 in the Mahogany 
Room.
For reservations call the Gal­
lery of Contemporary Art at (203) 
365-7650.
’South Park' takes chances with controversial topics
Eric, Kenny, Kyle and Stan celebrate Christmas with two experts.
By Vanessa Filonow
Contributing Writer
Where can you find four foul- 
mouthed little boys, a sex-crazed 
chef, gay animals and Jesus in 
one place?
On Comedy Central every 
Wednesday at 10 p.m. in the hi­
larious social satirical cartoon 
“South Park.”
“I haven’t laughed out loud 
at a television show in a long time 
and this show makes me laugh,” 
said Brendan Casey, a SHU 
alumnus.
Construction paper-cutout 
animation is used to show the 
adventures of four unique elemen­
tary school boys in the fictional 
town of South Park.
Kyle is the group’s leader 
who no one follows, Kenny dies 
in every episode as a result of 
some weird accident, Stan throws 
up if girls talk to him and Eric is
the most obnoxious one, but his 
weight causes him to be the butt 
of many jokes.
“The show is original and 
creative,” said Stephanie Smith, 
a senior from Hope Valley, R.I. 
“The creators take chances that 
others don’t.”
A major difference between 
these boys and other cartoon char­
acters involves the profanities that 
are continuously uttered from 
their mouths.
“I’ve been offending people 
since the sixth grade,” said Trey 
Parker, one of the creators, in a 
recent Premier magazine article. 
“I don’t care.”
“The cartoon is geared more 
towards our age group,” said 
Shannon Heald, a senior form 
Northwood, N.H. “The swearing 
makes it more interesting and 
funny. People aren’tused to hear­
ing swears like that, especially 
not from little kids.”
The profanities are not the
only aspect that makes the car­
toon anti-conservative. The con­
tent is controversial as well.
“No one is safe from the criti­
cism of the kids at South Park,” 
said Casey. “They criticize ev­
eryone and everything including
blacks, whites, Christians, Jews, 
young and old.”
Past episodes have dealt with 
Eric dressing up as Hitler and 
then a member of the KKK for 
Halloween, Stan’s gay dog named 
Sparky whom no one can accept.
and a hunting trip complete with 
the killing of endangered animals 
and plenty of beer drinking.
“I’m not offended at all,” 
said Frank Todaro, a junior from 
Queens, N.Y. “It’s done in hu­
mor, so that’s how it should be 
taken.”
Celebrities are also made fun 
ofin each episode. Guest appear­
ances have been made by Patrick 
Duffy, Kathie Lee Gifford and 
Tina Yothers.
“The episodes are so weird 
and random that it makes you 
wonder how the creators come up 
with this stuff,” said Smith.
The only complaint is many 
basic cable systems do not in­
clude Comedy Central, so view­
ers have to pay extra to get it. 
However, many people found a 
solution for this problem.
“We don’t get Comedy Cen­
tral on our cable network, but we 
still manage to see episodes that 
our friends tape,” said Smith.
Sassano's great talent
His guitar playing is a hit around campus
By Brooke Hourigan
Contributing Writer
Many students have taken 
musical lessons at some point 
during their lives, but few pursue 
their weekly lessons into some­
thing that they enjoy doing later 
in life.
Michael Sassano, a sopho­
more from Hastings-On-Hudson, 
N.Y., is one such person.
He has been playing the gui­
tar since he was nine years old.
“My father got me into play­
ing the guitar in fifth grade,” 
says Sassano.
“I didn’t like it at first, but 
my dad made me stick with it and 
I am glad he did,” he added.
Sassano believes playing an 
instrument can be very relaxing 
and serve as a stress reliever. “It 
is a way to escape from every­
day life and it takes me to an­
other level, mentally,” he said.
Sassano is well versed in 
the guitar. He can listen to al­
most any song on the radio and 
in minutes he is able to play 
along with it.
There are also some people 
who venture to his apartment at 
Jefferson Hill to hear him play 
some popular tunes on the week­
ends.
Occasionally you may also 
hear some of his roommates join­
ing in with some background 
singing.
“I like to go over to his 
apartment and listen to him play
when I am feeling depressed,” 
said Kathleen Hickson, a sopho­
more from Westfield, Mass. “He 
cheers me up.”
Sassano is also a member of 
the SHU Jazz Band. He has been 
a member since his freshman 
year. They play music ranging 
from big band to modem jazz and 
funk.
They are not planning to have 
a concert this fall, but sometime 
next semester they plan to orga­
nize one for the faculty and stu­
dents.
Sassano does not have any 
plans to turn professional, but he 
does credit his dad with much of 
his success. "My dad was in a 
band when he was younger,” said 
Sassano. “Some of his music 
even made it onto the radio.”
A&E Briefs
Community Orchestra performs
The Sacred Heart University Community Cham­
ber Orchestra will perform a concert Sunday at 3 p.m. 
in the Theatre.
The Orchestra will perform Rosetti's “Pastoral 
Symphony,” Mozart's “Divertimento,” Faure's 
“Pavane” and Jenkins' “Palladio.”
The concert is free. For more information cantact 
the Theatre Box Office at 374-2777.
Chorale celebrates Christmas
The SHU Chorale will be giving a Christmas 
concert Dec. 14 at 3 p.m. in the Mahogany Room.
Accompanied by instrumental ensembles, the 
concert will feature Pfautsch's “A day for dancing,” 
Nelbybel's “Estampie Natalis” and seasonal songs.
Admission is free.
Compiled by Stephanie Smith
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Sacred Heart men's bowling team member Jay Boudreau throw­
ing a shot. Freshmen Curtis Thompson and Jay Navaco averaged 
222 in St. Louis. Steve Evans averaged 225 for eight of nine games. 
Sophomore Tony Lopes shot 300 at the Olivette Midwest High 
School/ Collegiate Classic. The Pioneers are in third place in the 
Classic Division of the Eastern Intercollegiate Bowling Confer­
ence. The men bowl in the third EIBC tourney this Sunday at 9 
a.m. at Circle Lanes in FairHeld.
Ready,
By Vanessa Filonow
Contributing Writer
The Sacred Heart women’s 
indoor track team opens its sea­
son at the Collegiate Track Con­
ference Relay Carnival at South­
ern Connecticut State this Sun­
day.
Last season the team defeated 
seven other 
schools 
claiming 
first place at 
this same 
meet.
“We definitely should have 
our best year ever,” said Coach 
Christian Morrison. “We have a 
very strong freshman class and it 
was already a good women’s 
team.”
The team is going to face 
some tough competition this Sun­
day, but is optimistic about de­
fending its title. “This Sunday is 
going to be a tough battle,” said 
Morrison. “The outcome is going 
to depend on what kind of fresh­
man class Southern Connecticut 
has. If they have one as good as 
ours then it’s going to be a good 
meet.”
The Lady Owls of SCSU 
have always been a rival for the 
team and last season this meet 
was the first and only time they 
defeated them in a competition. 
In many of the other meets last 
season, the team would finish right 
behind SCSU by only a matter of 
a few points.
“This weekend will be very 
exciting,” said senior distance run­
ner Stephanie Smith. “It’s our 
first chance to see how the team 
can perform as a whole. We’ll 
definitely do as well as last year.”
set, go!
One of the team’s major ad­
vantages is its combination of 
experience and youth.
“We have a strong variety of 
freshmen and upperclassmen in 
all event areas,” said Smith. “It’s 
also the first year that we have 
seniors on the team that are going 
on their fourth year of training 
with Coach.”
“We look strong this year,” 
said junior 
sprinter 
Julie 
Nevero. 
“We had a 
good base to begin with as far as 
the older athletes and now we 
have some good freshmen as well. 
The team seems to get stronger 
every year.”
“Quality depth in most 
events is our biggest strength,” 
said Morrison. “We’ll do well in 
distance, throwing and jumping 
events.”
Much of the team’s success 
in the past belongs to senior cap­
tain, Monique Belisle. She was 
the ECAC indoor shotput eham- 
pion last season going undefeated 
in the conference. Her impact on 
the team this year will be just as 
vital.
“We have our best one-two 
punch in the shotput with 
Monique,” said Morrison.
“Every time we go into a 
meet, we know she’s going to 
win,” said Nevero. “She’s a great 
competitor.”
“This is a good team,” said 
Morrison. “So good, that if we 
got thrown into Division I, we 
could hold our own.”
The women's team will be 
looking to defend its title this 
Sunday at SCSU. The first event 
will begin at 11 a.m.
WOMEN’S TRACK
'Rookie of the year’
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Cross country's Heather Stockton
By Emily Greenough
Stajf Writer
Freshman Heather Stockton 
was recently named “Rookie of 
the Year” after the New England 
Collegiate Conference for cross­
country, held at the University at 
Albany in October. Stoekton was 
chosen for this award by her over­
all performance for the cross­
country season.
Stoekton, who has been run­
ning for seven years, believes that 
cross-country, a 3.1 mile race, is 
her strongest sport. She also loves 
to run on the track and compete in 
the 800, 1500, and 1000-meter 
events. Her best time ever in 
cross-country was a low eighteen 
minutes flat.
Along with being captain of 
the cross-country team during her 
senior year at Shenendehowa High 
School in Clifton Park, N.Y., 
Stockton was also extremely in­
volved with her community at 
home. She was in the Theater 
Club and spent a large amount of 
her time volunteering for her par­
ish. She was also part of a group 
called C.A.P.T.A.I.N., which is a 
community service program that
helps keep stu­
dents off the streets 
and become more 
involved with their 
community.
Here at Sa­
cred Heart,
Heather is a Eucha­
rist Minister and is 
in the Physical 
Therapy Club. As 
a biology major, 
she hopes to be in 
the Physical
Therapy program 
after her under­
graduate work is 
over.
“My dream is 
to become a physi­
cal therapist,” said Stockton.
She would like to have her 
own clinic someday. In high 
school. Heather spent over five 
months as an intern at a private 
clinic, a hospital, and a private 
home, observing the career in ac­
tion. “I loved it so much,” said 
Stockton. “I like to help people, 
but I think its also deeper than 
that.”
When asked if she had any 
adviee to give to other runners, 
she said, “Never feel mentally de­
feated if you have a bad race.”
She believes that a bad race 
should only give a person more 
determination to. do well in the 
next one.
Heather gives all the credit of 
her running success to her parents 
because of their support by going 
to every race and always being 
there to cheer her up if she had 
trouble. Heather says to her par­
ents, “Thanks for all your sup­
port. You helped me get to where 
I am today.”
Lady’s Hoops: Women face SCSU in Pitt opener
Continued from page 12
and ran the floor really well,” said 
Swanson. “It was a good team 
effort on both sides of the floor.”
"I didn't know how many 
points I had until after the game," 
said Rimkus. "I just worked on 
getting the job done, but I wouldn't 
have done as well without the 
help of my teammates."
Rimkus also led in boards 
versus the Blackbirds with seven. 
Perkins led the team with ten 
boards in the FDU game.
Other leading scorers against 
LIU included junior captain An­
gela Perkins with 12 points and 
sophomore Katie Toole with 11.
Perkins also scored well against 
the Knights with 17 points. 
Yablonski had 15 points in the 
game and C. Perkins had 12.
The Lady Pioneers will be in 
action tonight in the Pitt Center 
against Southern Connecticut 
State at 6 p.m.
It is Sacred Heart's first 
NECC contest and first home 
game of the season after a long 
road schedule of six straight 
games.
“We’re pretty confident 
about the match,” said Swanson. 
“We’re looking forward to com­
ing home and just hope we have a 
good crowd.”
The team defeated SCSU in 
both its meetings last season.
Write
For
Sports
PIONEER CLASSIFIEDS
TRAVEL/SPRING
BREAK
OPPORTUNITIES:
EARN FREE TRIPS 
AND CASH!!
CLASS TRAVEL needs
Organize small group! Sell 
15...Take 2 free. Jamaica, 
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, 
Barbados, Padre. Free 
Parties, Eats, Drinks. 
Sunsplash Tours 1-800-426-
students to promote Spring 
Break 1998!! Sell 15 trips 
and travel free! Highly
7710.______________
SPRING BREAK
COLLEGE TOURS
motivated students can earn 
a free trip and over 
$10,000! Choose Cancun, 
Bahamas, Mazatlan,
Jamaica or Florida! North 
America's largest student 
tour operator! Call Now! 1- 
800-838-6411_____________
11 SPRING BREAK 
SHOPPING DAYS 
LEFT!!
NOW is the time to 
guarantee the lowest rates 
and best hotels. Prices will 
increase Dec. 15th!
LEISURE TOURS has 
packages to South Padre, 
Cancun, Jamaica and 
Florida. Group discounts for 
6 or more! 800-838-8203 or 
www.leisuretours.com
Is this you?
Will work for free Spring 
Break trip to Cancun by 
selling trips to your fellow 
classmates...
If it is, please call: 
1-800-244-4463
!! A SPRING BREAK '98
CANCUN, JAMAICA, 
BAHAMAS, SOUTH 
PADRE, KEY WEST, 
PANAMA CITY, 
DAYTONA!! "MEALS & 
DRINKS" PACKAGE $39 
FOR MORE DEPOSITS 
RECIEVED BY DECEMBER 
20! GROUP DISCOUNTS 
FOR 8 OR MORE! 
TROPICAL TOURS INC. @ 
1-800-931-8687
HELP WANTED
BABYSITTER:
Warm person needed to live 
in/out and care for 2 
children after school. Must 
drive. Fairfield area. Refs, 
required. (203) 268-2155.
WANTED:
SENIOR CARE; 
Companionship only no duties 
Westport C.T. Contact Prof­
essor Salvo 227-4557 
or E-mail @ Basilcompo@ aol. 
com
HELP WANTED 
Looking for energetic students 
who are interested in runn­
ing afterschool programs. Do 
you have a special skill in the 
arts, acting,sports, creative 
writing, or any other area? 
Earn top $$ Call Easton Parks 
and Recreation.
268-7200
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SHU Box out: Hoops scores big in the Pitt
Despite the 
seasonably cold 
November 
evening, 20 men 
were sporting their 
shorts and tank 
tops up on the hill 
on Nov. 24.
In the past, the 
only sporting event 
students would 
venture up the hill 
for in the winter
was a football _______
game or perhaps 
some competitive tray sled­
ding. This season, basketball 
has found a new stomping 
ground with the opening of the 
William H. Pitt Center.
Men’s hoops got first dibs 
on the Pitt, while many of the 
hoop women looked on. Both 
teams were in their warm-ups 
and the media was setting up 
around the court.
Opening night 
would also mark the 
evening Coach Dave 
Bike led his Pioneers 
to their 350th career 
win (350-220), an 83- 
72 decision over tal­
ented C.W. Post. 
President Anthony J. 
Cemera was at the 
sports complex in 
jeans and a sweater 
to witness the event.
__________ Later he wore WICC
headphones for a 
halftime interview.
“It’s all downhill after this, I 
guess,” said Bike. “It is nice to get 
that first win.”
“Today was special for me,” 
said freshman Andrew Hunter 
(Scarborough, Ontario), who 
scored the first basket in the Pitt.
“We took some hard losses. I 
wanted to show some enthusi­
asm,” said Hunter.
By Corinne A. 
Waldheim
He finished with nine points 
and seven rebounds.
The Pioneers took an early 
commanding lead over the Post­
men witha 10-pointrun and never 
looked back. Their opponents 
did not score until almost six min­
utes into the game. With three 
minutes left in the half, SHU had 
Post’s score almost doubled, lead­
ing 33-17.
“I liked the SHU Box,” said 
senior co-captain Louis Frye 
(Astoria, N.Y.). “It is not nearly 
as big or glamorous.”
Frye, who did not start due to 
uncharacteristic tardiness for a 
practice, led the team with 19 
points. “Once we get that team 
camaraderie, we start jelling,” he 
said. “We know we’re better than 
what we show sometimes.”
SHU out-rebounded Post 23- 
20 before the break, finalizing the 
stat, 44-35.
In the second half. Hunter
was on fire as he scored a reverse 
layup, followed also immediately 
by a dunk.
But Post also found a groove 
in the second half, at one point 
narrowed the gap to six points.
“In the back of my mind, I 
thought ‘Oh God, we blew it,”’ 
said Hunter.
‘They caught a momentum 
swing,” said Frye. “But we swung 
it back.”
Last year. Post ran away with 
a 91-77 win over SHU. In this 
contest, guards Paris Spraggins 
(Nashville, Tenn.) with 16 points 
and Garee Bryant (Mt. Vernon, 
N.Y.) led the visitors with 16 and 
14 points, respectively.
This was Post’s season opener 
but for senior captain Tchaka 
Shipp (Brooklyn, N.Y.), his first 
college appearance in three years. 
Shipp, a transfer from Seton Hall, 
overcame near-fatal injuries from 
an auto crash in 1994. The6-foot-
7 forward/center was in a coma 
for nine days.
Sacred Heart junior 
Michael Forde (Boston, Mass.) 
scored 18 and pulled down nine 
rebounds. He was followed by 
classmate David Fesko (South 
Hadley, Mass.) with 16 points. 
The 6-foot-7 forward led SHU 
with 10 rebounds.
“Am I totally sold that these 
guys believe they are really 
good? No,” said Bike. “They 
have to work on believing they 
can win.”
On Saturday the Pioneers 
travel to Stony Brook, N.Y. to 
face Coach Bernard Tomlin’s 
Seawolves in the USB Sports 
Complex at 4 p.m. They return 
to the Pitt on Monday for an 8 
p.m. contest against Southern 
Connecticut State University. 
Last year, SCSU defeated SHU 
in three close games, 75-69,93- 
88 and 82-79.
SHU women take fourth
Make strides in the latest EIBC match
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Senior Cheryl Ninno on the approach at the EIBC in Syosset, N.Y.
Men's Hoops: Defeat NHC
Continued from page 12
By Corinne A. Waldheim
Sports Editor
In the past two weeks the 
ifetttt woniCT’« bnwJing 
team has risen 
and fallen. In 
the second 
Eastern Inter­
collegiate
Bowling Conference match the 
women moved from fifth place 
to fourth in the Classic Division. 
While at the National Collegiate 
Match Games in Missouri, they 
finished 14th. Last year SHU 
finished fifth at the St. Louis bid 
tournament.
“I really feel that the Sacred 
Heart women’s team will sur­
prise a lot of people this year in 
the EIBC, as well as on a national 
level,” said Dave Eisenberg, a 
sophomore at St. John’s Univer­
sity.
“Everyone is rather disap­
pointed, I never expected to fin­
ish as low as we did,” said Coach 
Becky Kregling.
West Texas A & M won the 
bid. A bid translates into an en­
tree to the National Intercolle­
giate Bowling Championships in
Wisconsin.
The Lady Pioneers returned 
to Strike N’ Spare Lanes for the 
third time in the program’s his­
tory. The tournament houses just
LADY BOWLERS
team in the 
sport including 
64 men’steams 
and 36 
women’s.
The large field required the 
tournament to be divided into 
two squads. The Red Squad com­
peted in an early time slot while 
the Blue competed in the after­
noon.
After six games, SHU was 
in ninth in the Blue Division. 
The team averaged 965 per game. 
In game two, the women shot 
1022. The next day, SHU had a 
high game of 1036 in game eight.
Sophomore Chrissy Anania 
(Bristol, R.I.) led the Lady Pio­
neers averaging 199 for nine 
games and finishing in the 25% 
of the individual field. Anania 
saw her best games in her final 
block when she shot 657 (237, 
235, 185). She is also averaging 
199 for the season.
Junior Adrienne Oshman 
(Yorktown Heights, N.Y.) aver­
aged second with 195 (seasonal 
average, 190.5). She also held 
the high three game series for the 
ladies with an opening block of 
666 (212, 220, 234) and a high 
shmuaiiii.
high game was 234.
LisaLaursen, averaging 192, 
threw the high game for her team 
of 248. The game was thrown 
within a 650 series (201, 248, 
201).
“Our goal this year is to 
give 100% at all times, even if it 
is not enough to win,” said sopho­
more Kristy Newman (Point 
Pleasant, N.J.), who is currently 
averaging 183.6. “As long as we 
do our best, we can be proud of 
ourselves.”
Sacred Heart’s finish was 
not the only upset. The National 
Championship Nebraska-Lin- 
coln women’s team finished in 
an astonishing ninth. They were 
followed by fellow powerhouse 
Wichita State.
On Sunday, the women will 
bowl in the third Eastern Inter­
collegiate Bowling Conference 
in their home house of Circle 
Lanes. The contest will begin in 
Fairfield at 9 a.m.
stayed in control during the sec­
ond half and secured its first win 
of the season.
Junior guard John Randazzo 
(Oceanside, N.Y.) came off the 
bench and led all scorers with 22 
points. Louis Frye rebounded from 
his disappointing game against 
LIU to score 20 points and block 
three shots. Michael Forde (Bos­
ton, Mass.) added 13 points while 
Reis netted 11. Freshman for­
ward Andrew Hunter 
(Scarborough, Ontario) scored 10 
points.
The men had little time to 
celebrate the victory as they were 
set to face American International 
College the next evening. The
Yellow Jackets were too tough for 
Sacred Heart, winning 65-49.
Sacred Heart led the game 
16-15 with pine minutes remain­
ing in the first half, but AIC went 
on a 14-7 run to take a 30-22 
halftime advantage. AIC then 
opened the second half with a 12- 
4 run that effectively put Sacred 
Heart away.
After shooting 45% from the 
field against NHC, Sacred Heart 
managed to hit just 28% against 
AIC. Shonnell Mack burned the 
SHU defense for 28 points. 
Randazzo and Fesko led the way 
for SHU, scoring 10 points each.
Sacred Heart returns to ac­
tion on Saturday with a game at 
Stony Brook. The men then face 
Southern Connecticut on Monday 
at 4 p.m. in the Pitt Center.
Sports Schedule: Dec. 4-10
Thursday (W) Ice Hockey vs. UVM, 5 Monday
(W) Basketball vs. SCSU,
p.m.
(M) Basketball vs. SCSU,
6 p.m. (M) Ice Hockey vs. Skidmore, 
7:30 p.m 8 p.m.
Friday
Sunday Tuesday
(M) Ice Hockey vs. 
Quinnipiac, 7:30 (M&W) Track and Field
CTC relays at SCSU, 11
(W) Basketball vs. Assump­
tion, 7 p.m.
Saturday p.m.
(M) Ice Hockey vs. UConn,
(M) Basketball at Stony
Brook, 4 p.m.
(M&W) EBIC Bowling vs. 
Fairfield, 9 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday
(W) Basketball at Stony (W) Ice Hockey at (W) Ice Hockey at Connecti­
Brook, 7 p.m. Wesleyan, 1 p.m. cut College, 4 p.m.
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Women's Track 
season set to begin 
at CTC Relay Car­
nival, See page 10V J
Lady Bowlers place 
fourth at second 
EBIC match of the 
season, See page 11
\^
The uphill battle begins!
Photo by Corinne A. Waldheim
Freshman guard Kurt Reis drives to the basket in the Pioneer men's home opener at the Pitt Center
By Matt Duda
Stajf Writer
No one 
said it was go­
ing to be easy.
Sacred 
Heart made its 
first step toward the jump to Di­
vision I on Nov. 18. The Pio­
neers were baptized by fire into 
the world of Div. I basketball by 
Long Island University. LIU, the 
first Division I opponent that Sa­
cred Heart has faced in 17 years, 
cruised to a 106-69 victory.
Richie Parker and Mike 
Campbell led the Blackbirds with 
26 and 25 points, respectively. 
Thankfully for Sacred Heart, LIU 
played without senior Charles 
Jones, the NCAA’s scoring leader 
from a year ago. Jones was serv­
ing the second game of a two 
game suspension imposed on him 
for violating an NCAA guide­
line.
Sacred Heart scored the first 
basket of the game off a layup by 
junior forward David Fesko.
The Pioneers matched up 
well with LIU until at least mid­
way through the first period. At 
first. Sacred Heart handled the 
tenacious full court pressure de­
fense that the Blackbirds used. 
Sacred Heart scored many of its 
early points off of layups and 
dunks. The most impressive bas­
ket came when 6-foot-6 junior 
forward Michael Forde dunked 
over the outstretched arms of 
LIU’s 6-foot-10 center Cheikh
Fall.
Fesko led SHU in scoring 
with 16 points. Forde followed 
with 14 points 
and Brian 
Alexander 
(Holbrook, 
N.Y.) added 
nine. Louis 
Frye (Astoria, N. Y.), who got into 
foul trouble and saw limited time, 
contributed five points.
The LIU defense forced 35 
Sacred Heart turnovers, 10 of them 
by freshman point guard Kurt Reis 
(Hartford).
“They played the way they 
wanted to,” said Sacred Heart 
coach Dave Bike, regarding LIU. 
“They forced a lot of things, but 
we made a lot of unforced errors.”
LIU coach Ray Haskins 
praised Bike’s team. “Sacred 
Heart came here not just to play a 
basketball game, but to win. They 
gave a great effort.”
Sacred Heart had a much bet­
ter outing on Nov. 21 againstNew 
Hampshire College in the Consti­
tution Classic dt Southern Con­
necticut State University. The 
Pioneers defeated NHC for the 
first time since 1992, by a score of 
84-71.
NHC jumped out to an early 
eight point lead, but Sacred Heart 
came on strong, tying the game at 
20 with 6:30 left in the first half. 
The Pioneers outscored the Pen­
men 11-4 to close out the half 
with a 34-28 lead. Sacred Heart
See Men's Hoops, page 11
MEN'S HOOPS
Football finishes 1-9 SHU upsets Div. I teams
Photo by Corinne A. Waldheim
Senior Chrissie Perkins drives to the basket during a practice
By Corinne A. Waldheim
Sports Editor
The Sacred Heart Univer­
sity football team was defeated 
by St. John’s,
26-7, in its fi­
nal game of the 
season on 
Thanksgiving 
to fall to 1-9.
Senior Red Storm player 
Jermaine Creighton scored three 
of four Storm touch­
downs at DaSilva 
Field. In the final 
game of his colle­
giate career,
Creighton scored 
his 38th touchdown.
The other St.
John's touchdown 
was scored by 
Tommy Malendez.
This was
Malendez’s first 
collegiate touch­
down.
The Red Storm 
had a 26 point lead 
before the Pioneers 
put seven points on 
the board with 6:46
left on the clock. Sophomore 
Steve Ladd carried the ball into 
the goal and that was followed by 
a successful extra point.
It was the offense that caused 
the teams’ suffering as two Storm 
touchdowns 
were scored on 
fumble recov­
eries.
C o -
captains James Thomson and 
Adam Fuller supplied the team 
with good defense.
By Julie Nevero
Assistant Sports Editor
After a rough start, it looks 
like the Sacred Heart women’s 
basketball team has found its 
knack. After losing three
WOMEN'S HOOPS
straight, the Lady Pioneers de­
feated both Long Island Univer­
sity (87-77) and Fairleigh 
Dickinson (78-58) last Tuesday 
and Saturday on the road. The 
team now stands at 2-3 overall.
“For being down 0-3 before 
last weeks games, I was probably 
one of the happiest coaches in the 
country,” said Coach Ed 
Swanson. “In these games, when 
it came down to crunch time, we 
executed well.”
After the team fell to 
Bucknell in the season opener, 
Swanson was concerned with the 
team’s lack of rebounds. In last 
week's contests, the Lady Pio­
neers had a total 97 boards, out- 
rebounding LIU 43-36 and FDU 
53-46.
“We’re rebounding well,” 
said Swanson. “I was very pleased 
to see that we out rebounded our 
opponents.”
Senior captain Chrissie 
PerkinS, junior captain Jessica 
Bresnahan, junior Jen Rimkus, 
sophomore Heather Yablonski and 
freshman Heather Coonradt 
started both games for the Lady
Pioneers.
Rimkus, a guard, led the team 
in scoring in both contests with an 
impressive 31 points against LIU 
and 19 against FDU.
“Jen did a great job. She 
made her layups and foul shots
See Lady's Hoops, page 10
Contributed Photo
Senior co-captain Adam Fuller (1) aids an­
other SHU player for a tackle
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